OHIO TURNPIKE AND INFRASTRUCTURE COMMISSION
682 Prospect Street,
Berea, Ohio 44017

ADDENDUM NO. 14
Issued December 6, 2019

to
RFP NO. 1-2019
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
TO FURNISH, INTEGRATE AND MAINTAIN A
TOLL COLLECTION SYSTEM ISSUED OCTOBER 4, 2019

ATTENTION OF RESPONDENTS IS DIRECTED TO:
Answers to questions received through December 5, 2019 are attached

Issued by the Ohio Turnpike and Infrastructure Commission through Jennifer L. Stueber, Esq.,
General Counsel.

Jennifer L. Stueber, Esq.  Date
General Counsel

12/06/2019
Q#186: The responses provided in Addendum 12, specifically question #122, creates a conflict with the RFP requirements that I’m hoping OTIC will clarify.

Page A-96, Table A-6 of the RFP clearly lists 3 deliverables upon submission of the proposal while detailing the estimated due dates of the other listed deliverables post award. However, the response provided to Q#122 in Addendum 12 requires all of the listed documents to be provided upon submission of the proposal. Will OTIC please clarify what is required to be provided?

A#186 The answer to Q #122 issued in Addendum 12 shall not be construed to change the requirements outlined in Section 6.2.6 of the RFP. The precise detail, content and information provided in each response shall be at the discretion of the Respondent. However, the information must be organized with the four major categories as listed in RFP Section 6.2.6.

Q#187 We are considering an opportunity for THE OHIO TURNPIKE AND INFRASTRUCTURE COMMISSION, and I needed to know if you are able to provide an OH State Sales Tax exemption certificate or if I need to provide for tax in my costs.

A#187 Yes, an exemption certificate (from Ohio sales tax) will be provided upon the signing of the contract.